
FERTILITY AWARENESS BASICS

provides clarity on your fertile window & hormonal health

increases self awareness around physical & emotional symptoms

enhances time management practices that are aligned with energetic fluctuations

CHARTING YOUR CYCLE HAS MANY BENEFITS:

the first day of your cycle is the first day of consistent flow (not spotting)

as you use the restroom throughout the day, take note of cervical mucus on your toilet paper - you'll

want to record the most fertile observation as the summary of your entire day

prior to bed, in the notes section - summarize your emotional experience of the day

keeping a journal entry alongside your chart (using cycle day #) will provide greater insights

you may also choose to track everything in a period tracking app/notes app & then jot everything

down on the paper chart at the end of the month

CHARTING 101:

this is when menstrual cycle awareness really starts to shine!

you should see some general emotional patterns emerge around certain cycle days (this is why the charts are

stacked on top of each other)

reflect on how you can work with these fluctuations (versus pushing through & creating a hormonal

imbalance)

visit @fertilityawareness.path instagram for cycle syncing tips or join Menstrual Mental Health facebook

group for free trainings & workshops

 AFTER YOU'VE COLLECTED DATA FOR 2-3 MONTHS...

@fertilityawareness.path

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/femm-fertility-education-medical/id944880989?mt=...
https://www.instagram.com/fertilityawareness.path/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/fertilityawareness.path


CHARTING SYMBOL FERTILITY

menstruation,

any bleeding

dryness

changes to moist

stretchy, clear,

slippery, very fluid

changes to dry

dry until end of cycle

pasty, sticky,

unchanging

H = heavy, M = medium,

L = light, S = spotting, B = brown 

hormonal activity to be

determined 

G = progesterone 

EL = estrogen rising

ES = estrogen high

last day of ES is peak day

1 2 3 = count of 3 days after peak day 

G = progesterone 

chart color

chart also any E mucus or bleeding

infertile

increasing fertility

fertile

fertile

infertile

hormonal activity to be

determined

OBSERVATION

@fertilityawareness.path







 

By reading this handout, you understand that Mary Nordahl is a Certified FEMM Reproductive Health Coach and Owner of Fertility Awareness Path, LLC. Our purpose is to provide “informed choice”. An informed choice is “a

voluntary, well-considered decision that an individual makes on the basis of options, information, and understanding.” 

 

This handout is for informational and educational purposes only. The information and education provided is not intended or implied to supplement or replace professional medical treatment, advice, and/or diagnosis. Fertility Awareness

Path, LLC is not responsible for the health and family planning decisions of the client. 

 

Although we do our best to make sure all of the information contained herein is up to date and/or accurate, we do not make any representation that all the information contained herein is accurate or free of errors at all times. We do not

assume any responsibility for accuracy of the handout information, or its safety or efficacy as it applies to you. You should review any and all changes to your diet, lifestyle, exercise regimen, or supplement routine with your physician or a

medical professional before trying it yourself.

 

We do not offer any representations, guarantees, or warranties, of any variety, regarding the handout in any way including, but not limited to, effectiveness, safety, harm, or results achieved as a result of your use of the handout.

The handout is offered “AS IS” and without representations, guarantees, or warranties of any kind, including but not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, neither express nor implied, to the

extent permitted by law. We are not liable for damages of any kind related to your use of the handout or any information contained or discussed therein.

 

By using this handout you implicitly signify your agreement to all of the terms contained herein.

 

If you have any questions about this disclaimer, please contact Mary Nordahl at fertilityawarenesspath@gmail.com. Thank you. 
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